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Tenure-track Professor in Visual Cognitive Neuroscience
Cognitive Science Department, Johns Hopkins University

The Department of Cognitive Science at Johns Hopkins University seeks a faculty candidate with an exceptionally strong record of conducting and directing cognitive research in the area of vision. The ideal candidate should address mid- to high-level vision, conduct research that makes substantive contact with theories of vision, and integrate multiple approaches (e.g., behavioral, neuroimaging and computational, neuropsychology and development). The rank is open, although preference may be given to mid-career appointments. Candidates should carry out integrative work in the target areas, and have the ability to conduct effective teaching, student supervision, and collaboration in a formally-oriented, highly interdisciplinary cognitive science department that has extensive interactions with related departments, including: Computer Science, Psychological and Brain Science, Neuroscience and Neurology. Applications will be reviewed starting October 15, 2017 and will be considered until the position is filled.

Johns Hopkins University is committed to active recruitment of a diverse faculty and student body. The University is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer of women, minorities, protected veterans and individuals with disabilities and encourages applications from these and other protected group members. Consistent with the University’s goals of achieving excellence in all areas, we will assess the comprehensive qualifications of each applicant.

Please send cover letter, CV, research statement, and three letters of recommendation. Please send electronic submissions only. Submit to: https://apply.interfolio.com/41523
Share the wonders of the brain and mind with BrainFacts.org

Seeking resources to communicate with the public about neuroscience? Educating others through Brain Awareness activities?

BrainFacts.org can help you communicate how the brain works.

Explore BrainFacts.org for easy-to-use, accessible resources including:

- Information about hundreds of diseases and disorders
- Concepts about brain function
- Educational tools
- Multimedia tools and a social media community
- Interviews and discussions with leading researchers; and more

Visit BrainFacts.org
The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography Series
Edited by Larry R. Squire
Outstanding neuroscientists tell the stories of their scientific work in this fascinating series of autobiographical essays. Within their writings, they discuss major events that shaped their discoveries and their influences, as well as people who inspired them and helped shape their careers as neuroscientists.

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 1
Out of Print

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 2

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 3

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 4
Per Andersen, Mary Bunge, Jan Bures, Jean-Pierre Changeux, John Dowling, Oleh Hornykiewicz, Andrew Huxley, Jac Sue Keohoe, Ed Kravitz, James McGaugh, Randolf Menzel, Mircea Steriade, Richard Thompson, W. Maxwell Cowan (completed by Brent Stanfield).

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 5

The History of Neuroscience in Autobiography, Vol. 6
Vol. 6 available for purchase at www.oup.com/us

Autobiographical Video (Available in DVD Format)
PBS personality Richard Thomas interviews eminent senior neuroscientists who reflect upon their lives, their dreams, and their work, and share their insights on what’s ahead in the field of neuroscience.

SfN SOCIETY FOR NEUROSCIENCE

SfN’s History of Neuroscience in Autobiography Video and book collections are freely available at sfn.org/history
Automatic Membership Renewal
Now Available

Sign Up for Automatic Membership Renewal

• **Save time** — Lessen your to-do list

• **Go green** — Eliminate paper invoices and their impact on the environment

• **Uninterrupted membership** — Never miss an issue of *The Journal of Neuroscience* or any of your valuable member benefits

• **Bonus Day** — Ensure access to your choice of prime housing for the annual meeting before the opening of advance member registration

• **Support the field** — Know your dues enhance professional development initiatives, public outreach, advocacy, and more

Sign up through “My SfN” at SfN.org
Give to the Friends of SfN Fund
Join us in forging the future of neuroscience

Support a future of discovery and progress through travel awards and public education and outreach programs.

To inquire about specific initiatives or to make a tax-deductible contribution, visit SfN.org or email: development@sfn.org.
The Journal of Neuroscience is Mobile! Access all of your journal resources wherever you go

- The Journal of Neuroscience is available for comprehensive and universal mobile access.

- Gain quick access to The Journal articles, table of contents, and the features you have come to expect from the premier journal in the field.

- Connect to The Journal from virtually any mobile device, anywhere a web connection is available.
Become part of the world’s largest organization of scientists and physicians devoted to understanding the brain and nervous system.

Join today to enjoy these exclusive member benefits:

- Reduced fees and advanced registration for Neuroscience 2017
- Online subscription and reduced publication fees for JNeurosci
- Abstract submission eligibility for the annual meeting
- Networking, webinars, and scientific discussion on Neuronline
- Free online access to the European Journal of Neuroscience
- Premium online career services through NeuroJobs
- Networking, webinars, and scientific discussion on Neuronline
- And more!

Join now at SfN.org
NEUROSCIENCE 2017

SEE YOU IN WASHINGTON, DC

NOVEMBER 11–15